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Question and Answer with Agent Linda Hyatt 

Q: In my RWA meetings, most of the published authors I've spoken to have stressed 

finding an agent whose primary genre matches your own. How do you do this if listings 

aren't specific? 

A: It's not easy to break into the market when you're writing cross-genre or mainstream 

fiction. One, cross grinners are usually consider sub-genres -- at only a few places, which 

will give you less opportunity to sell that first book. Two, trying to write mainstream -- or 

a breakout book -- without a readership (print run and sell through numbers) is nearly 

impossible for a new writer. I say nearly, because there have been rare exceptions. Since I 

can't think of any, that's probably how rare they are. 

Q: Also, how do you find an agent "local" to you if agents that cover your genre don't 

live in your area? 

A: All I can recommend is to attend local workshops and ask people in the group who 

represents their work. Agents live everywhere, not just in big cities. 

Q: Is it important to find an agent closer to home, or should you take the chance on the 

long distance working relationship in order to stay genre specific? 

A: Boy, this is a switch. Usually people like to have their agents close to the publishers 

and editors :) Long distance business relationships seem so much easier these days with 

faxes, emails, and phones. I don't think it matters where the agent is located -- if they 

believe in your work they will likely be able to sell it. 

Q: I've done a business plan -- weekly, monthly, this year and a five-year plan -- but it 

seems rather vague. So many of the long-term goals depend on the positive outcome of 

the weekly or monthly goals. My question is, do you have any thoughts on writers doing 

business plans? Suggestions? Tips?  

A: I think any personal "business" or "planning of the day" is an important step towards 

self-discipline. And to be a writer -- a successful writer -- we need self-discipline. 

Working from home can often become a distraction for some people. Too many ways to 

procrastinate -- like the wash, shopping, gardening, etc. :) So whatever works for YOU is 

what you need to do, to get the manuscript done. 
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Q: In talking with a lot of writers, it seems that their biggest problem is promotion. 

Apparently, you can't expect a lot of promotion from a publisher, especially if you're a 

mid-list author. Do you, as an agent, play any part in promoting your client's book? Are 

you familiar with what works, and what doesn't? 

A: The BEST promotion for your next book is the book on the shelves today!!!! I can't 

stress that enough! Money put into bookmarks and ads can do more harm than good -- IF 

the book isn't the MOST satisfying read one has read. ALWAYS write the best story 

possible, and believe me -- word of mouth will sell more copies.  

Q: I've heard you mention "growing an author's career." Can you give some specific 

examples of what you mean by that? 

A: There can be many variables when and author and agent begin a business relationship. 

Many questions need to be answered before any career direction is taken. What genre 

does the author prefer writing? What is her/his skill level? What strengths are consistent 

in her/his writing voice? Once these basic points are determined, an agent will be able to 

guide the authors' work towards publishers that will best promote them. And, as the 

author gains recognition by building a large reader base, the agent will be able to do even 

more for the author -- like bigger advances, higher royalty rates, etc. 

Q: Other than good writing and a captivating story, is there anything else, specifically, 

that you look at before taking on a new client? 

A: Yes, I take into consideration personality capability. The client/agent relationship 

ideally is one where both share the vision for the success of the author. 

Q: So at what point do you feel it's a good career move to pursue an agent? 

A: A good time to seek an agent is when you feel confident you have a publishable 

manuscript -- and you would rather have someone else negotiate the contract. If you don't 

feel comfortable selling your own work -- let an agent do it. Meanwhile it doesn't hurt to 

try and capture the attention of an editor. However, if the manuscript has been "shopped 

around" and rejected -- before you have the attention of an agent -- don't expect that 

manuscript to sell right away. All manuscripts are logged in at the publishing houses, and 

it's egg on the face of any agency who resubmits an already rejected manuscript! 

Q: How do you know when you are a long-term writer? Does this go back to your 

willingness to achieve statement?  
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A: You know you're a long-term writer when you try to quit writing but always end up at 

the keyboard :) Like an addiction, you have to face it head on! The statements/goals can 

help you focus on what you need to do to achieve in the business. Too often writers 

(artists) don't stop to think WHY they write -- or why they write what they write -- they 

just write for the mere pleasure of writing. Given a little direction, they are better able to 

focus -- and plan for the long haul. 

Q: I do not as yet have a "mapped-out" career strategy for this journey. What areas are 

included when doing this and why is it a good idea to have a long-term plan? Motivation?  

A: I think I answered this in the paragraph above. Yes -- we all need motivation. 

Q: Just curious if you might be able to give everyone some pointers on questions they 

should ask an agent when in the process of actually discussing representation. 

A: I suggest if you are preparing to meet with an agent, and pitch your proposal in 

person, hone your synopsis of the story down to a 3X5 card. May seem impossible, I 

know -- but if you can pinpoint the archetype of the story it should be easy. Agents and 

editors alike listen for "themes" when it comes to romances -- and the main archetypes do 

sell again and again. Also remember word length, and mention the line you are targeting. 

This should also be used in a cover letter -- or query. Once an agent is interested in your 

work (or even before you send it out) perhaps a few questions are important to know. 

Does the agency charge YOU for reading your material? Are there extra fees for mailing, 

phone, and fax -- and FedEx? Do they require the standard 15% commission -- or are 

they trying for more from unpublished authors? (I think this is wrong!) Do they charge a 

one-time only fee? (I once met an agent who did charge about $50 to each new client. 

That was ten years ago). Some may refer your work to "skilled editors" for a charge that 

may be astronomical. There are a few agents who may soften these charges by saying, 

"we'll just deduct this from your first advance check." So beware. You may be willing to 

pay -- and some people are -- but just be aware of what you are paying for and why.  

You may want to know "what happens next?" If an agent is interested in your work, 

you'll want to know what type of contract will be signed between you. Is the contract the 

agency offering you an open ended contract? A book by book? Or, are you locked in for 

three years? 

I believe the best referrals come from the published authors an agency represents. 
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Just because an agent is a member of an organization, doesn't mean they are operating 

with integrity. 

Q: Do you find it more difficult to interest editors in stories that use non-traditional 

settings? For example, I notice that there are relatively few historical romances set 

outside of England/Scotland/Ireland or the American West. Is this because authors don't 

generally write about places a bit more exotic? Or is it that publishers are leery there 

won't be a readership? 

A: The later is the answer I've heard. Although I did notice in a recent survey printed in 

one of the trade magazines that readers enjoy more exotic locals as settings. The tried and 

true do sell, however, and that's what the editors usually stick with when buying 

manuscripts. 

Q: I was wondering - what are the most common mistakes writers tend to make when 

contacting an agent? And what do you suggest as the best submission policies a writer 

should follow when contacting an agent? 

A: Common mistakes I've seen are usually made in the query letter. an author compares 

their writing to Nora Roberts' only better, something along those lines. That is a big turn 

off to me. Name dropping of any sort tells me the writer isn't confident enough in the 

quality of their own work, but must rely on the quality of others' to get their point across. 

The best submission policy would be to send a query first, then see if the agent requests a 

proposal. While the world is changing rapidly with the use of the Internet, I still prefer to 

receive the traditional letter in the mail and I'm sure other agents do as well. 

Q: My question is, how important is it to have an agent when you are trying to begin by 

breaking into the category lines (Harlequin/Silhouette, specifically) vs single title 

publishers? I'm understanding that there isn't a great deal of leeway, if any, in the 

boilerplate contracts of the category publishers, so how beneficial is an agent, if that is 

the focus of my career goals at this point? What might an agent be able to do for me with 

the category publishers that I couldn't do for myself? 

A: You are right. There isn't much leeway in terms of contract money. However, some 

authors prefer not to handle money and contract issues, since they will be doing this with 

the editor for whom they will be writing. They prefer to talk "story" and "revisions" while 

an agent handles the "where's the advance check? and signed contracts?" 
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Q: When should she begin to seriously look for an agent? What are the signs that she is 

ready to break out of category and attempt single title? 

A: An author who writes for category may write her entire career for category. However, 

when her writing voice begins to break out of the lines, it is time for a change. Usually 

this is somewhere between book five and ten (if an author has specifically set her goals to 

become a single-title author). 

Q: Also, I've heard people talk about the close, intimate relationship that they develop 

with their agent--that the agent guides their career and actually gives them editorial 

advice regarding finished manuscripts and future manuscripts. Is that something you do 

with your clients? Are there agents who are only interested in the business side of writing 

and not the creative process? 

A: I prefer seeing what the author is writing before it's turned in. This isn't always 

possible, but it's preferable. The reason I think it's to the author's advantage to have an 

agent who reads the work before the book is delivered is too see how the author is 

growing, how her plots are developing. If I see in an author's work signs of change, more 

mystery, more character development, I might suggest her next book be something 

slightly different -- something that would exploit her talents so we could go for the 

million dollar sale. As far as line editing -- no -- I don't do that. That's the copy editor's 

job. If my client is a first time author trying to sell that first book, however, YES -- I 

would help her make it as perfect as possible if I had the time and believed in her work. 

I know it is frustrating to hear these comments from editors and agents, however, even 

non-category books have certain guidelines to follow. If a manuscript comes in to be 

read, and bells don't ring as to where I can sell it -- no matter how well written it is, it is 

just as frustrating to me. Some houses of single-title 100,000 books like larger than life 

heroes -- the Indiana Jones type -- others like heroine driven stories. You need to read 

several of these books from the different houses to pick up on their house styles. This is 

what I do, so I will know where to send certain types of stories. And as for keeping your 

characters apart too long -- yes -- this is not good for ANY romance. That is why we read 

them. We don't need chapters of backstory -- we want to see the characters together as 

soon as possible. 

Q: I have a full ms in at Silhouette and don't expect to hear back from them for many, 

many moons <g>. Would this be an inappropriate time to seek an agent with that book? 

Would I be better off to wait and see what Silhouette has to say and then approach an 

agent?  
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A: How many moons has it been so far? :) Have you followed up with a call? Of course 

with the in-house changes taking place, it might be better to wait and see. It depends 

which editor you sent your work to, and the category you've targeted.  

Q: My second book is turning out to be a single title, half done at this point, and I don't 

feel like I would be comfortable revising it to fit category, as it would take a lot of "life" 

out of the book. If I finish this book prior to hearing back from Silhouette, would it be 

appropriate to send this second book to agents? And, if I were to get an agent with that 

second book, what would happen if the first book is then sold to Silhouette? Would the 

agent handle that one or would it be an entirely separate deal, especially considering I 

fully intend to concentrate on category after this single title book is finished? 

A: That depends on the circumstances at the time an agent takes you on as a client. 

Sometimes agents do a book at a time. Other times they handle all book-length fiction. 

Also, you may sell the category long before you find an agent. All variables. Hard to 

answer that question. I know there are exceptions to the rule, like the Thorn Birds and 

others. I'm sure if you have a novel that merits equal attention it will eventually sell. But 

to get your foot in the door, it might be wise to write another manuscript or two that will 

fit one of the contemporary or historical lists. Once you have a name, and a readership, a 

publisher will be more willing to offer a higher advance which means they will also put 

more money behind the promotion of the novel.  

Q: Do you see any new trends in the romance industry? Ex: Hero/Heroine types, plot 

lines, sub genres . . . 

A: There are a few elements in novels that seem to be selling well at this time.  

One is romance with erotica; deep emotional relationships between the characters as well 

as lots of sex (not to be mistaken for pornography or Black Lace type books), and another 

good seller is humor. The romance with erotica stories are usually historical, humor 

works well in contemporary. Stories modeled after the cable show, Sex in the City or Ali 

McBeal. And yes, I have been invited to Denver for the CRW conference :)  

Q: I sent my book to Rachel Sharpin, Assistant Editor, targeting Silhouette Special 

Edition. This was a full requested by Rachel after sending her a query and brief synopsis 

two weeks prior to that. 

A: I think Rachel will be there a while, and so will your manuscript. She will probably 

send it out to a Silhouette reader first. Then, if it comes back with a glowing report, it will 
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have to be read entirely by her, after that, if must go to a third reader, usually the editorial 

director, who will then make the decision to buy or not. This process can take six months 

or more. So, no news is usually good news. 

Q: Can you tell us how you got started as an agent? Did you have special schooling or 

background? 

A: I became an agent by default. My background is in horticulture. I owned and operated 

a nursery for several years. When I moved to Florida, I continued to be an avid reader of 

romances. Took several English and Literature classes at the local college. Eight years 

later, I moved back to the Washington, DC area, and joined WRW. Through that group, 

and a smaller critique group as I tried my own hand at writing, I met an agent who had 

heard that I had an eye for salable work. She hired me as a reader, then invited me to 

become an associate. I sold twelve projects in the first few months. That agent became 

entangled in legal problems, which would have left my clients hanging without 

representation. I made the decision then to continue working with them, by operating 

independently. I'm glad I did . 

Q: Other than the ability to write well, do you know of any other traits that are shared by 

the most successful authors? And, besides writing the best possible story, is there 

anything else that you feel an author can or should do that will help him/her along the 

road to a successful career? 

A: I've noticed the most successful authors share one common trait; they never adopt the 

attitude that "they have arrived." Instead they always try to write a better book with each 

new project. This doesn't mean they don't have confidence in what they are writing, it 

means they strive to better home their skills -- develop interesting plots -- and create 

memorable characters. There is no other way to the bestseller's lists than to write the best 

book you can possibly write. The editors see the sales soaring -- they make offers for 

higher advances, and everyone is a buzz about this "new" author. Word of mouth is the 

surest way to success. Think about it; you see thousands of dollars going into the 

advertising of a book -- even television ads -- you buy the book and are disappointed. 

Sure -- that book may have made the NYT's list -- but will YOU buy that author's next 

book? Even with advertisements? Probably not. 

Q: I've heard arguments that you cannot become an agent without contacts in the 

publishing world, so I'm eager to hear how you did it. 
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A: Sure, the introductions didn't hurt, for the short time I was with the other agency. 

However, it was really my determination to make more contacts on my own that has kept 

me in this business for nine years. I'm not shy. And being in business beforehand has 

helped, too, with tax forms and all the paperwork that goes along with it. Contracts vary 

from house to house, so a legal class might help before you jump in. 

Q: If they focus on one or two, as I've heard they do, how do you find out which one or 

two those are for submission purposes? 

A: Call them and ask. I'm sure they wouldn't mind. Since many agencies have several 

associates, they may be able to direct you to the associate that handles your type of work. 

Q: I've heard that it can take several years for a writer to get his/her name "out there." Is 

this with or without agent representation? Or is it the author's drive? Or a combination? 

A: It is a combination I believe. At RWA I gave a workshop on goal-setting and career 

planning. During that workshop I shared the story about one of my most successful 

clients. Robin Schone's Awaken My Love had been rejected by 28 agents, before I'd had 

the opportunity to read it. I found the work riveting, and managed to sell it to an editor 

within four days. How easily it might have been for Robin to give up on that project after 

a couple of rejections. BUT, she believed in her work and kept sending it out. Within five 

years, she has made the Waldens and Barnes and Noble bestseller lists, USA TODAY, 

and is heading swiftly for the NYT's. Her commitment to writing the best novels she can 

write, and my commitment to help her achieve her financial goals, have made us a good 

working team. I couldn't make the money happen without her doing her part.  

Q: I'm currently writing romance (unpublished), and I have a children's book that will be 

making the rounds as well to the appropriate houses. What are the chances of finding one 

agent to handle all of my writing adventures <g>? Now, pretending I publish the 

children's book first -- will this help my quest to publish my romances and acquire an 

agent? Or vice versa, if I publish the romance first?  

A: Slim. There are agencies who can deal in house, who may have a children's agent on 

staff, but likely your contract will read book-length adult fiction for the romances, and 

children's books for the other. This is frequently done, where an author my require two 

agents instead of one. 
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Q: Given the extraordinary wait time for HQ/SIL and justifiable impatience on an 

author's part, would it be advisable to query agents on a particular manuscript (since there 

is often a lengthy response time there, too) while it's being marketed to a publisher? 

A: Sure, why not? Can't hurt. If the manuscript is rejected, then it can't go back there, but 

the agents you are sending to would know that it's there already. 

Q: Ideally this type of multiple submission would be done to obtain representation before 

the publisher's contract comes (thinking optimistically) and not having to scramble after 

"The Call" to negotiate the best deal. How would this affect the agent/author contract, 

since the author had already sent the ms to the publisher? Should the agent agree to 

represent the author before word has come from the publisher, would the agent be able to 

intervene at this point and inquire about the status of the ms, thus perhaps sparing it the 

indefinite wait in a slush pile? 

A: Yes, an agent can often makes those calls the author is reluctant to make :) And I'm 

sure an agent would help you with the negotiations, especially if she has read the 

manuscript. 

Q: If an agent rejects you (personal, friendly rejection), could you submit again to that 

agent? And what if an editor wants to buy your book, could you call that agent to find out 

if she'd be willing to take you and help negotiate that sale? I've known some writers who 

have gotten agents after the editor calls them. 

A: I see no reason why you couldn't submit another project to that agent. A friendly 

rejection may simply mean that the project you sent didn't work, but another one might. 

And calling that agent, if you've received an offer from a publisher, would be okay too. 

After all, the agent will be familiar with the work having read it. 

Q: I've noticed that you and your associates live in different states. (if this is a wrong 

observation, I apologize.) I'm curious as to how they came to work for you, and how you 

trained them.  

A: I have know Roberta for about 16 years. She lives in Naples Florida where I lived for 

eight years. We've always had similar interests in reading and learning the business of 

writing. Yvonne I met while living in Maine for four years. She is a member of the local 

RWA chapter there. As my work load continued to grow, I invited them each to read 

proposals and manuscripts for the agency, to see how they would evaluate work. After a 

period of time, as we discussed the marketability of manuscripts they thought worthy of 
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publication, I invited them to join the agency. With the use of Email, fax, and phone, we 

work together efficiently. We often call on each others' input when difficult questions 

arise. We do get together in person at conferences. We talk often via Email or phone. I 

guess you could call it telecommuting in this day and age. Works well for us. 

Q: How much information about the story should one include in a query? 

A: No, you haven't blown anything. A query serves several purposes, a brief recap of the 

story, a paragraph if you can, the length and target of your work, and any writing credits 

you may have. Also, your request to send a proposal to the agent. Most agents, I would 

think, would at least request a writer's proposal. After all that's what they need to see 

before requesting the entire project. Also, (for everyone out there) just because an agent 

requests a proposal from your query letter doesn't mean she's ready to represent you at 

this point. So don't get overly excited and begin ordering bookmarks for promotions :)  

An agent must be drawn in by your story, hooked, then read the entire balance of your 

manuscript before making the decision to represent you. This process can take awhile, 

since agents are usually as busy as editors. Much reading is actually done out of the 

office, or after hours. For this agency, we try to answer queries in about 3 weeks 

(depending where it is sent and to whom :) Proposals, 6-8 weeks, and full manuscripts 

10-12 weeks at most. 

Q: How helpful is having been a finalist in one contest or another for a query letter? I 

guess what I'm trying to say is, if a writer has absolutely no credits to her name, no 

contest wins, no degree, she's simply written a book that she thinks is publishable, how 

seriously is her query letter taken? 

A: Contests, sales, published works are usually added to query letters and do attract 

attention. So, if you have them, add them. If you don't, maybe you're a member of RWA, 

local chapters, and critique groups. Add whatever you think is pertinent to your pitch of 

the manuscript. Short sales (novella, magazines, newsletters) whatever. If you have no 

writing credits, maybe you have expertise in something you've added to your story. If you 

work as an account in real life, and your heroine is an accountant, put that in. Anything 

along those lines will add credibility to your query letter. 

Q: If Silhouette picks up my book, I'd like to publish under a pseudonym. What are my 

chances of being able to keep that pseudonym should I, in the future, go to a single title 

publisher? Would an agent be able to help me secure that right? 
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A: Gee -- I know the answer to this one, because we just had to do this for one of our 

clients. Lynne Smith, who wrote for H/S several years ago, was able to take her name 

Lynne Michaels with her to Ballentine. Of course, this was done with permission. Write a 

letter, ask for permission. Likely, you will receive it. What H/S will be most concerned 

about is the competitive rights clause. While you are actively writing for H/S you 

probably won't receive permission. Why? Because they don't want that name on the 

shelves 4-6 times a year. Or a book with the same name coming out during the same 

month. Also can cause booksellers to think they've ordered your title, when really they've 

overlooked one of the releases. Makes readers wonder about the quality of the books. 

Makes sense, doesn't it? 

Q: If one agent in your agency gives a friendly rejection, but an author doesn't want to try 

submitting a different project to her yet because she believes in the rejected one 

(remember your author w/ 28 rejections, for instance), is it proper to send it to another 

agent in your agency? Also, if publishers log in manuscripts, do you have any idea how 

long this log is kept on file? If an old project is revamped 3 or 4 or 5 years later, will they 

still know it's been around? Is it a simple matter of changing the title (because after all, 

the work has changed), or do they log in more info than that? 

A: In answer to the first question; if it was a friendly rejection -- try a second project with 

the same agent. Usually we discuss the "friendly" rejections and the reasons why. Often, 

if I receive a project I think will work for Roberta or Yvonne better than it does for me, 

I'll forward it. They do the same. So to recycle your rejected work from one to the other 

may not be the best idea. Try another manuscript instead. Material is logged in and kept 

for varied times on the computers of publishing companies. If you have revised, and had 

received a "nice but" letter, query to see if you can resubmit -- and IN your cover letter, 

state that it has been revised. Often work is revised and revamped and retiled. If your 

sending it to the same editor however, she may recognize it and reject it again. If you feel 

that your work was rejected by anyone for the reason that they "just didn't like it" send it 

to another editor next time. 

Q: In today's market, is it more difficult for a new author to get published in straight 

suspense (a-la Tami Hoag's most recent books) or romantic suspense? (assuming it's a 

strong book of course! And further to that, do you and your associates represent both? 

A: That is difficult to answer. The way most well-known suspense writers have "broken" 

into the suspense market, has been through either mystery whodunit's -- or romance. 

They build their readerships, show the numbers to the publisher who is then ready to take 

the "risk" on that author for a straight suspense -- or romantic suspense. These books are 
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considered mainstream titles, because there is no set line for them. Remember the Velvet 

Glove at Harlequin? That line didn't last. The closest line to romantic suspense is Intrigue 

-- and that's really quite different from the mainstream suspense I think you're talking 

about. But that might be one way of breaking in. To sell right out to the suspense market, 

I know you'd have to have a blockbuster to attract the attention of the editor. So, yes, I 

think it would be difficult. 

 


